
Violene and Negativity in Hegel'sPhenomenology of SpiritTarik Kohi∗
�In the beginning was the deed�.1IntrodutionThis paper o�ers a reading of the opening hapters of G.W.F. Hegel'sPhenomenology of Spirit (1807).2 Hegel, inheriting the notion of the spon-taneity of thinking from Immanuel Kant, and the notion of the self's posit-ing of itself from Johann Gottlieb Fihte, develops a radial and originalaount of the metaphysis of subjetivity. Central to Hegel's aount, yetoften overlooked, is an approah whih begins to think seriously about therelation between thinking and ation, and in partiular, the relationshipbetween negativity and negation within thinking and violene within theworld. Hegel's aount remains relevant to ontemporary attempts to de-velop a philosophy of the subjet and a philosophy of ethis. Eah ofthese attempts would do well to onsider the role and onsequenes ofnegativity and violene within subjetivity.
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2 Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, Miller, A.V. tr. (Oxford: Oxford Uni-versity Press, 1977).DILEMMATA: Jahrbuh der ASFPG 2 (2007), 57�76.



58 tarik kohiIIn the Critique of Pure Reason (1781/1788) Kant argues that ognitionarises from two soures in the mind, the �rst involves the reeption ofrepresentations (intuition), the seond involves an ative faulty of og-nising an objet by means of these representations. Kant argues that thelatter notion involves a ertain `spontaneity' of ognition and refers to itin a general sense as the faulty of the understanding (Verstand).3 Thisspontaneous ativity of thinking is ruial for Kant. It ours as a fun-damental at of self-emanation without whih the ognition of sensiblerepresentations would not be possible. Kant writes:The I think must be able to aompany all my representations;for otherwise something would be represented in me that ouldnot be thought at all, whih is as muh as to say that the re-presentation would either be impossible or else at least would benothing for me. That representation that an be given prior to allthinking is alled intuition. Thus the manifold of all intuition hasa neessary relation to the I think in the same subjet in whihthis manifold is to be enountered. But this representation is anat [Atus ℄ of spontaneity, i.e. it annot be regarded as belongingto sensibility. I all it the pure appereption, in order to distin-guish it from the empirial one, or also the original appereption,sine it is that self-onsiousness whih, beause it produes therepresentation I think, whih must be able to aompany all oth-ers and whih in all onsiousness is one and the same, annot beaompanied by any further representation. I also all its unitythe transendental unity of self-onsiousness in order to desig-nate the possibility of a priori ognition from it. For the manifoldrepresentations that are given in a ertain intuition would not al-together be my representations if they did not altogether belongto a self-onsiousness; i.e., as my representations (even if I amnot onsious of them as suh) they must yet neessarily be inaord with the ondition under whih alone they an stand to-gether in a universal self-onsiousness, beause otherwise they
3 Kant, I. Critique of Pure Reason, Guyer, P. & Wood, A. eds. tr. (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 193, A51/B75.



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 59would not throughout belong to me. From this original ombina-tion muh may be inferred.4For Kant the `I think' expresses the at of the thinking self's determinationof its existene. It is through the spontaneous at of thinking that there issuh a thing as intelligene.5 This ativity underlying human intelligenebears degrees of similarity with an intelletual ativity that is laimedby Kant as the basis of transendental freedom within his resolution ofthe `third antinomy of pure reason'.6 While eah ativity should not beredued to the other, for Kant, there seems to be something signi�antthat is shared between these two ativities � a spontaneous ativity of the`I' residing at the basis of both human intelligene and human freedom.An aount of the spontaneity of thinking as an at or deed is in-herited and given a radial emphasis by Fihte and his broad notion of
4 Ibid, pp. 246�247, B132�B133.
5 Ibid, p. 260, B158, in footnote.
6 Ibid, p. 533, A533/B561. Kant argues:By freedom in the osmologial sense, on the ontrary, I understand the faultyof beginning a state from itself, the ausality of whih does not in turn standunder another ause determining it in time in aordane with the law of nature.Freedom in this signi�ation is a pure transendental idea, whih, �rst, ontainsnothing borrowed from experiene, and seond, the objet of whih also annotbe given determinately in any experiene, beause it is a universal law � evenof the possibility of all experiene � that everything that happens must havea ause, and hene that the ausality of the ause, as itself having happenedor arisen, must in turn have a ause; through this law, then, the entire �eldof experiene, however far it may reah, is transformed into the sum total ofmere nature. But sine in suh a way no absolute totality of onditions in ausalrelations is forthoming, reason reates the idea of spontaneity, whih ould startto at from itself, without needing to be preeded by any other ause that inturn determines it to ation aording to the law of ausal onnetion.It is espeially noteworthy that it is this transendental idea of freedom onwhih the pratial onept of freedom is grounded, and the former onstitutesthe real moment of the di�ulties in the latter, whih have long surrounded thequestion of its possibility. Freedom in the pratial sense is the independene ofthe power of hoie from neessitation by impulses of sensibility. For a power ofhoie is sensible insofar as it is pathologially a�eted (through moving-ausesof sensibility); it is alled animal power of hoie (arbitrium brutum) if itan be pathologially neessitated. The human power of hoie is indeed anarbitrium sensitivum, yet not brutum but liberum, beause sensibility does notrender its ation neessary, but in the human being there is a faulty of deter-mining oneself from oneself, independently of neessitation by sensible impulses.



60 tarik kohithinking as `Tathandlung '. In the Siene of Knowledge (1794)7 Fihtedevelops an aount of the thinking self that is not originally reliant upona sensible or empirial world but whih reates itself or emanates fromitself as an at of self-positing. For Fihte, while the ativity of thinkingor the intellet is spontaneous, it is not haoti or lawless. Fihte arguesthat the intellet ats, but owing to its nature it an only at in a ertainfashion. In this sense, for Fihte, there is a ertain �law of ation� of theintellet and there are �neessary laws of the intellet�.8Taking the plae of, or re-interpreting, Kant's notion of the `tran-sendental unity of appereption', Fihte introdues a oneption of theativity of the thinking intellet as the at of positing (setzen). Suh amove is seen as neessary so that the ategories of the understanding(within the framework of Kant's arhitetoni) an atually be derived.For Fihte the intellet or the self is not posited by something else but isposited by itself, it is an at of self-positing. He writes:The self's own positing of itself is thus its own pure ativity. Theself posits itself, and by virtue of this mere self-assertion it exists ;and onversely, the self exists and posits its own existene by thevirtue of merely existing. It is at one the agent and the produtof ation; the ative, and what the ativity brings about; ationand deed are one and the same, and hene the `I am' expressesan At, and the only one possible, as will inevitably appear fromthe Siene of Knowledge as a whole.9For Fihte this oneption of thinking being an at whih posits itselfannot be proved empirially.10 Rather, it arises as a form of intelletualintuition (intellektuelle Anshauung) whih Fihte ompares to the form
7 Fihte, J.G. The Siene of Knowledge, Heath, P. and Lahs, J. ed. tr. (Cam-bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
8 Ibid, p. 21.
9 Fihte, J.G. Siene of Knowledge, p. 97.
10 Ibid, Fihte, at p. 93 argues:Our task is to disover the primordial, absolutely unonditioned �rst prinipleof all human knowledge. This an be neither proved nor de�ned, if it is to be anabsolutely primary priniple.It is intended to express that At whih does not and annot appear amongthe empirial states of our onsiousness, but rather lies at the basis of allonsiousness and alone makes it possible.



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 61of sensible intuition (sinnlihe Anshauung) of spae and time presup-posed by Kant.11 On this notion of intelletual intuition Fihte argues:This intuiting of himself that is required of the philosopher, inperforming the at whereby the self arises for him, I refer toas intelletual intuition. It is the immediate onsiousness thatI at, and what I enat: it is that whereby I know somethingbeause I do it. We annot prove from onepts that this powerof intelletual intuition exists, nor evolve from them what it maybe. Everyone must disover it immediately in himself, or he willnever make its aquaintane. The demand to have it proved forone by reasoning is vastly more extraordinary than would be thedemand of a person born blind to have it explained to him whatolours are, without his needing to see.Everyone, to be sure, an be shown, in his own admittedexperiene, that this intelletual intuition ours at every momentof his onsiousness. I annot take a step, move a hand or foot,without an intelletual intuition of my self-onsiousness in theseats; only so do I know that I do it, only so do I distinguishmy ation, and myself therein, from the objet of ation beforeme. Whosoever asribes an ativity to himself, appeals to thisintuition. The soure of life is ontained therein, and without itthere is death.12Fihte attempts to outline the basi operation of the self-positingof the self (das Ih). He begins with the basi proposition `A is A' or`A = A' and its suggestion that `if A exists, then A exists'.13 For Fihte,the neessary onnetion between `if' and `then' (named `X') expresses aform of positing, in the sense that `A' is posited, therefore `A' is.14 Fihteextends this oneption to inlude a universal notion of self abstratedfrom empirial ontent, expressed as `I = I' or `I am I'.15 Thus:But the proposition `I am I' has a meaning wholly di�erent fromthat of `A is A'. For the latter has ontent only under a ertainondition. If A is posited, it is naturally posited as A, as having
11 Ibid, pp. 49�51.
12 Ibid, p. 38.
13 Ibid, p. 94.
14 Ibid, p. 95.
15 Ibid, p. 96.



62 tarik kohithe prediate A. But this proposition still tells us nothing as towhether it atually is posited, and hene whether it is positedwith any partiular prediate. Yet the proposition `I am I' is un-onditionally and absolutely valid, sine it is equivalent to theproposition X; it is valid not merely in form but also in ontent.In it the I is posited, not onditionally, but absolutely, with theprediate of equivalene to itself; hene it really is posited, andthe proposition an be expressed as I am.16This `I' for Fihte, as the spontaneous at of the intellet, is groundedupon its own ativity, it is �absolutely posited�.17 For Fihte the `I' refersto the �absolute subjet�: �That whose being or essene onsists simplyin the fat that it posits itself as existing�.18 Following the notion ofthe positing of identity Fihte introdues the notion of the positing ofopposition, through the proposition `∼A is not equal to A' (∼A 6= A;whih involves: ∼A=∼A).19 Fihte argues that if any ∼A were positedthis would presuppose an A, and in this sense the ∼A would need to beunderstood as materially onditioned. For Fihte, in the positing of an
∼A, an A must also be posited.20 Fihte writes:As surely as the absolute ertainty of the proposition `∼A is notequal to A' is unonditionally admitted among the fats of em-

16 Ibid.
17 Ibid, p. 97.
18 Ibid, p. 98. Fihte at p. 99 states: �The self begins by an absolute positing ofits own existene�. At pp. 100�1 Fihte argues further:That our proposition is the absolutely basi priniple of all knowledge, waspointed out by Kant, in his dedution of the ategories; but he never laid itdown spei�ally as the basi priniple. Desartes, before him, put forward asimilar proposition: ogito, ergo sum �whih need not have been merely the mi-nor premise and onlusion of a syllogism, with the major premise: quodumqueogitat est; for he may very well have regarded it as an immediate datum of on-siousness. It would then amount to ogitans sum, ergo sum (or as we shouldsay, sum, ergo sum). But in that ase the addition of ogitans is entirely su-per�uous; we do not neessarily think when we exist, but we neessarily existwhenever we think. Thinking is by no means the essene, but merely a spei�determination of existene; and our existene has many other determinationsbesides this.
19 Ibid, p. 103.
20 Ibid.



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 63pirial onsiousness, so surely is a not-self opposed absolutely tothe self.21From this basis Fihte puts forward the notion that the positing of every Ainvolves the impliit positing of the ∼A and vie versa. Fihte extends thisto the notion that the positing of the self (I) involves the impliit positingof the not-self (∼I) and that the self is posited through the simultaneouspositing of both itself and what is other than itself, the not-self. For Fihtewhen the self posits itself through its opposite it is positing its limit.22He argues that: �To limit something is to abolish its reality, not whollybut in part only, by negation�.23 Suh limitation through negation pointsto the notion of divisibility and the notion that the self and not-self areposited as divisible.24 Fihte argues that: �In the self I oppose a divisiblenot self to the divisible self�.25The notion of the spontaneous ativity of thinking whih posits bothitself and its not-self or `other' is inherited by Hegel.26 Further, the en-tral idea of thinking as a deed is taken up by Hegel and given a radialre-interpretation, espeially in relation to the operation of negation. ForKant and Fihte the deed of thinking, its self-positing and negation ofits self and its other, took plae purely in the realm of thinking. In theSiene of Logi (1812�16)27 Hegel is similarly onerned with the realm
21 Ibid, p. 104.
22 Ibid, p. 108. Fihte states:Hene, as before, we must make an experiment and ask: How an A and ∼A,being and nonbeing, reality and negation, be thought together without mutualelimination and destrution? . . . We need not expet anyone to answer thequestion other than as follows: They will mutually limit one another.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid, p. 110.
26 Signi�ant in the movement between Fihte and Hegel is the philosophy ofShelling. See: Shelling, F.W.J. System of Transendental Idealism, Heath, P. tr.(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2001). For more general aounts ofthe philosophial movements between Kant and Hegel see: Henrih, D. Between Kantand Hegel, Paini, D.S. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003); DiGiovanni, G. Between Kant and Hegel: Texts in the Development of Post-KantianIdealism, (Indianapolis: Hakett, 2000); Kolakowski, L. Main Currents of Marxism,vol. 1. Falla, P.S. tr. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981).
27 In the �rst half of the Logi Hegel attempts to derive the ategories of theunderstanding. He shows how ontradition is ontained at the heart, not just at theperipheries of pure reason. See: Hegel, G.W.F. Hegel's Siene of Logi, Miller, A.V. tr.



64 tarik kohiof pure reason and demonstrates, ontra Kant, that ontraditions arenot on�ned to merely the four `osmologial antinomies of pure reason'but are ontained within every at of thinking. For Hegel pure reason,as with all human thinking, is antinomial, it is haraterised by ontra-dition and hene, transendental philosophy needs to omprehend therole, operation and ativity of ontradition within pure reason.28 WhileHegel in his Logi is onerned with the realm of pure reason, the relationbetween his Phenomenology of Spirit and the Logi is suh as to makehis undertaking onsistent with the ativity of atual thinking within theliving, soial world in the realm of spirit (Geist). In the Phenomenologyof Spirit Hegel shows how the deeds of thinking (drawn into view by Kantand Fihte) our also as physial, soial deeds within an inter-subjetiveand inter-institutional human world. By making suh a move Hegel forgesan original and ruial link between the tradition of transendental phi-losophy, negativity and the operation of human violene. The link hasonsequenes for any aount of morality or ethis that presupposes ordevelops historially from Kant's notion of transendental freedom.IIIn the Phenomenology of Spirit Hegel inherits the neessary relationshipourring in the positing of the self between self and not-self, or betweenself and other, developed by Fihte. Hegel takes this relationship, whihfor Fihte is impliit in both the notion and existene of the `I', and plaesit bak within a living world of not only sense experiene and pereptionbut, also a world ontaining physial materiality and living, breathingother beings. A notion of `world' is not added to Fihte's aount of the(London: Allen and Unwin, 1969); Hegel, G.W.F. The Enylopaedia Logi: Part I ofthe Enylopaedia of Philosophial Sienes with the Zusätze, Geraets, T.F., Suhting,W.A. and Harris, H.S. tr. (Indianapolis: Hakett, 1991).
28 Hegel, G.W.F., Enylopaedia Logi, �48, states:The main point that has to be made is that antinomy is found not only in the fourpartiular ob-jets taken from osmology, but rather in all ob-jets of all kinds,in all representations, onepts, and ideas. To know this, and to be ognizantof this property of ob-jets, belongs to what is essential in philosophial study;this is the property that onstitutes what will determine itself in due ourse asthe dialetial moment of logial thinking.



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 65self, it is already impliit in the notion of the not-self, whih must inludeeverything other than the self. Hegel simply makes this more expliit andasks the question: how does the self ome to be itself as distint from itsnot-self? Hegel's aount asks further: how does the self preisely ometo draw the limits of itself from its other and thus beome onsious ofitself in a way that it might be ertain that what it intuits as itself (the`I') is atually itself and not, in fat, something other?For Hegel if we might have an immediate sense or intelletual intu-ition of a partiular `I' that simply is, or that exists, then there arisessomething of a philosophial problem of how this spei�, immediate `I'an be distinguished from something else. He laims that if we try toidentify the immediate `I' that we mean, then it is taken as somethingdi�erent from something else, it is a `this' rather than a `that'.29 Hegelargues that there is a di�erene between the `this' or the objet that wemight mean and the `this' or the objet that is expressed through words.Hegel argues:It is as a universal too that we utter what the sensuous [ontent℄is. What we say is: `This', i.e. the universal This; or `it is', i.e.Being in general. Of ourse, we do not envisage the universal Thisor Being in general, but we utter the universal; in other words, wedo not stritly say what in this sense-ertainty we mean to say.But language, as we see, is the more truthful; in it, we ourselvesdiretly refute what we mean to say, and sine the universal isthe true [ontent℄ of sense-ertainty and language expresses thistrue [ontent℄ alone, it is just not possible for us ever to say, orexpress in words, a sensuous being that we mean.30In one sense Hegel an be understood as arguing against a tradition thattries to ground transendental philosophy upon a notion of intelletualintuition and demands that if an aount of self-onsiousness is to be asubjet of philosophy (rather than a subjet of aesthetis) then it needs tobe explained through a philosophial language. In another sense, by sug-gesting the `truthfulness' of language Hegel draws out a speulative themelatent in Fihte but not fully brought to bear in philosophy. The themeinvolves the notion of mediation in general whih is most apparent in theuse of symbols and words within language whih have meaning as points
29 Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 58.
30 Ibid, p. 60.



66 tarik kohiof designation and universality only in some form of relation to their oth-ers. The relation between self and not-self ours as one basi speulativeform, eah term has meaning only in its relation of distintion from theother, and further, when one is meant, a sense of the distintion from theother, a referene to this other, and thus, some aspet or representationof the other, is ontained within this meaning. For Hegel, omprehend-ing an objet onretely, rather than abstratly, involves grasping how itsontent, or the objet itself, is mediated through suh a relation.From Hegel's viewpoint Kant and Fihte have only presented an ab-strat aount of the `I' or self-onsiousness. They have not yet graspeda onrete aount of self-onsiousness whih would ome about throughpaying attention to how self-onsiousness is mediated. Part of the stru-ture of Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit presents a speulative aountof self-onsiousness by moving from the abstrat to the more onrete.Hegel an be seen to do this by drawing attention to the operation of me-diation (Vermittlung), negation and the manner in whih the knowledge ofan objet gains a greater speulative or determinate ontent when viewedin terms of its neessary inter-relations with its others. In relation to theFihtean aount of the self, this involves omprehending its self-positingin relation to its not-self, this being a world of physial objets and otherintelligent human subjets.For Hegel, the Fihtean self-onsiousness exists in a world where ithas some immediate sense of itself, the `I', and where it is onfrontedby something that is not itself, a world of appearane. In its existeneself-onsiousness posits both itself and its not-self, however, it is notompletely ertain of the boundaries or limits of itself. That is, it annotbe ertain of the limits of the self, as determined by the not-self, beausethis boundary is marked (for Kant and Fihte) by the unertain and oftenerroneous world of appearane. Hegel argues that the self wants to beomefully onsious of what it is, that is, it wants to beome self-onsious andwants to know itself with ertainty rather than vagueness.31 Hegel allsthis demand, need or drive that the self know itself and know itself as anidentity or unity that is distint from its not-self, `desire' (Begierde) ingeneral.32
31 Ibid, p. 105.
32 Ibid.



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 67By plaing the abstrat `I' in the world Hegel positions the self withina broader ategory of `life'.33 Positioned within a world of life and drivenby a desire to know itself with ertainty, the self, in the manner of Kant,annot withdraw from a world of appearane and turn bak into itself. Ifthe self withdrew from the world of appearane into itself it would neverbe able to know with any ertainty the limits or boundaries of itself �the self would not know where it ends and where the shadowy world ofappearane begins. Rather, for Hegel, the only means by whih a selfmight ome to know what it is, is through the experiene of learning thelimits of itself through beoming aware of the independene of its objets,that is, the independene of what is the not-self.34 For Hegel it is throughthe outward mediated experiene of the world and not through some formof purely internal knowing or intelletual intuition that a onsiousnessbeomes a self-onsiousness. This is not to say that Hegel rejets entirelyany immediate knowledge of self. Rather, he draws attention the fat thatany form of immediate knowledge is always mediated through the self'sexperiene of its impliit relation with the external world.35One aspet of the speulative aount Hegel presents involves thesense that through the self's experiene of the not-self there ours a rad-ial hange in both the self's knowledge of itself and the self's knowledgeof the world. By experiening a ertain independene of an objet in theworld, for example, in the way that it needs to be moved, or that it anbe eaten or hopped down, the self omes to a �rmer, more detailed,and more onrete knowledge of its objets. Further, through this greaterknowledge of the objets of the not-self, the self omes to a �rmer, moreonrete and more detailed knowledge of itself: a knowledge of what itis through re�eting upon the harater, qualities and forms ontainedwithin the relations and mediations between itself and what is other thanitself. What was initially a very abstrat onept of the self's being, thesimple assertion `I am' has now taken on a more onrete ontent. Whatbeing is for the `I' is radially di�erent after the proess of experien-ing and its own re�etion upon this proess. By drawing attention tohow the self's knowledge of itself is onstituted through its experiene of
33 Ibid, p. 106.
34 Ibid.
35 On the relation between immediay and mediation in Hegel's philosophy see thedisussion in: Henrih, D. Hegel im Kontext, (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1971).



68 tarik kohimediation with the not-self and its re�etion upon this experiene, Hegeldraws attention to the speulative nature of knowing and the produtionof knowledge. In this both the knowing subjet and the known objetare onstituted through eah other. For Hegel, grasping the subjet-objetharater of all knowledge is entral to the task of any ritial, or now,speulative philosophy.For Fihte, the self's relation to its not-self involved the operation ofnegation. The self distinguished or determined itself and maintained itsself-identity through the negation of what was other than it. In Fihte thisself-insription of the unity of the `I' through negation took plae purely atthe level of thinking. Negation was an at of thinking and as taking plaewithin the realm of thinking, when the not-self was `negated', no physialharm was done. For Hegel, if we are to onsider what self-onsiousness infat is then the self needs to be understood as positioned �rmly within thephysial and soial world, within life, where the self's demand for unityand ertainty of self-identity operates as desire. Plaed within the realmof life the self's negation of the objet ours no longer purely as an at ofthinking. Rather, this at of thinking ours also as a physial at wherebythe negation of the objet by the self involves harm, destrution, killing,and violene. For the self whih has not yet understood the speulativeonnetion between itself and the other this negation is easy, it sees theobjet merely as the negative of itself (without a positive ontent of itsown) and treats it aordingly. Hegel argues:Certain of the nothingness of this other, it expliitly a�rms thatthis nothingness is for it the truth of the other; it destroys theindependent objet and thereby gives itself the ertainty of itselfas a true ertainty, a ertainty whih has beome expliit for self-onsiousness itself in an objetive manner.36For Hegel the desire for a self to fully beome ertain of itself, to be-ome onsious of itself, does not gain satisfation in the self's relationto the bare world of objets. Part of this rests in the fat that these
36 Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 109. A ertain sense of this violene is pikedup by Derrida in the essay `Violene and Metaphysis'. Derrida's interpretation ofHegel, however, appropriates Hegel's philosophy for his own purposes and presents anaount of Hegel's philosophy as inadequate for ontemporary onerns. See: Derrida,J. `Violene and Metaphysis: An Essay on the Thought of Emmanuel Levinas' inWriting and Di�erene, Bass, A. tr. (Chiago: University of Chiago Press, 1978).



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 69objets have only a limited independene in relation to the self, andhene they an be negated relatively easily in the self's assertion of itsself-identity. Where the self does however gain satisfation, argues Hegel,where it beomes self-onsious, is when it onfronts another intelligentself: when the opposing not-self or, other, is an intelligent self. Hegelargues: �Self-onsiousness ahieves its satisfation only in another self-onsiousness�.37 For Hegel:A self-onsiousness exists for a self-onsiousness. Only so is itin fat self-onsiousness; for only in this way does the unity ofitself in its otherness beome expliit for it. The `I' whih is theobjet of its Notion is in fat not `objet'; the objet of Desire,however, is only independent, for it is the universal indestrutiblesubstane, the �uid self-idential essene. A self-onsiousness, inbeing an objet, is just as muh `I' as `objet'. With this, we al-ready have before us the Notion of Spirit. What still lies aheadfor onsiousness is the experiene of what Spirit is � this ab-solute substane whih is the unity of the di�erent independentself-onsiousnesses whih, in their opposition, enjoy perfet free-dom and independene; `I' that is `We' and `We' that is `I' [ih,das Wir, und Wir, das Ih ist ℄. It is in self-onsiousness, in theNotion of Spirit, that onsiousness �rst �nds its turning point,where it leaves behind it the olourful show of the sensuous hereand now and the nightlike void of the supersensible beyond, andsteps out into the spiritual daylight of the present.38For Hegel, the self only �nds some form of ertainty in its pursuit ofself-knowledge when it begins to omprehend itself in relation to anotherintelligent self that stands before it as the not-self. The self may onlyomprehend its unity or self-identity through a omprehension of how itis onstituted through a relation of mediation with the other. The relationof mediation between self and other onstitutes the limits of the self; theboundaries of the self are drawn or produed through the ative relationof mediation between self and other, and through the self's re�etion uponthis relation as the operation of self-insription and self-positing.In this respet the self is not something that exists before ominginto ontat with the world but is itself produed through its relation of
37 Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 110.
38 Ibid, pp. 110�1.



70 tarik kohimediation with its others. On this side of thinking and self-re�etion thereative, onstitutive, spontaneous at of thinking ours as mediationitself � it is mediation (Vermittlung). In a sense, for Hegel, the self or`I' is always mediated, its at of thinking is always an at of mediationwith its self and with its other. The `I' is a middle term, it is a middleand proess of mediation between the self and the other. From suh astandpoint the `I' needs to be understood as a `We'. The self annotbe thought as the merely atomisti individual but is always a proess ofmediation suh that the onept of `self' now inludes within it the proessof o-onstitution between intelligent beings. For Hegel, self-onsiousnessis a relation between immediay and mediation, a relation between thedrive of the immediate `I' for its self-identity and the re�etion upon theonstitution of selves through their others as a `We': a relation betweenthe notions of the subjet as spirit and spirit as subjet.For Hegel, understood as a relation between immediay and media-tion, the attempt of the self to know itself onurrently involves the e�ortto see-into or know the other. Only through knowing what the other is,might the self more �rmly omprehend itself and ome to understandthe ontent and limits of itself. Hegel alls the proess of attemptingto omprehend the not-self, or the other, the proess of reognition (An-erkennung).39 Hegel skethes two forms or outomes of this proess whihare not mutually exlusive.40 The �rst involves a suessful moment of
39 The term `reognition' is taken by Hegel from Fihte, though Hegel's philo-sophial employment of the term is far more radial. See: Fihte, J.G. Foundationsof Natural Right, Neuhouser, F. ed. Baur, M. tr. (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress, 2000).
40 For an aount whih emphasizes these two moments of reognition see:Williams, R.R. Hegel's Ethis of Reognition, (Berkeley: University of California Press,1997). Contrast this to the aount given in Kojève, A. Introdution to the Reading ofHegel, Nihols, J.H. tr. (Ithaa, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1980). While Kojève hasdone muh to draw attention to the importane of Hegel's theory of reognition, hisaount of the theory is limited. Kojève's aount only gives emphasis to the momentof struggle and does not give due regard to moments of mutual reognition presentwithin the Realphilosophie, the Phenomenology of Spirit and the Philosophy of Right.Another important Marxist aount of Hegel's theory of reognition is the interpre-tation and extrapolation given by Slavoj �iºek. See: �iºek, S. The Sublime Objet ofIdeology, (London: Verso, 1989); and �iºek, S. Tarrying With the Negative: Kant, He-gel and the Critique of Ideology, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993). While �iºek'suse of reognition is a novel and powerful ritique of modern soiety and ulture, his in-terpretation of Hegel through Laan has a tendeny to redue or struture reognition



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 71reognition in whih eah self reognises itself as mutually reognising theother.41 The seond involves an unsuessful moment of reognition inwhih one self is reognised and the other is reognising.42 This unsu-essful moment involves the operation of misreognition.43In the suessful moment, or moment of mutual reognition, eahintelligent self is faed by the fat that their not-self is also an intelligentbeing. In this moment what was formerly simply something other andde�ned only negatively in relation to the self, is now seen to have a ontent,as intelligene, whih is not ompletely alien to the self's omprehensionof itself. The self's reognition of the other does involve a moment ofidenti�ation with the other but does not involve the redution of theother to the same. Rather, in the proess of reognition the self omesto know and appreiate the position and status of the not-self withinits own self. The self omes to reognise and appreiate the other withinitself. For Hegel, in reognising the other within itself, the self a�rmsthis otherness and therefore does not try to negate the other, but letsthe other go free.44 What is reognised is not simply the other, but theonstitutive role of the other in the self, the neessity of the other forthe self to be itself. Reognition involves an a�rmation by the self thata neessary and essential element of itself resides in the other and in therelation of mediation with it.For Hegel, the moment of suessful, mutual reognition is boundup with the moment of unsuessful reognition, or misreognition. Inaround the Laanian `void'. For a ritique of �iºek's reading of Hegel see: Dews, P. TheLimits of Disenhantment: Essays on Contemporary European Philosophy, (London:Verso, 1995). For an aount of the Frenh reeption of Hegel see: Butler, J.P. Subjetsof Desire: Hegelian Re�etions in Twentieth-Century Frane, (New York: ColumbiaUniversity Press, 1987).
41 Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 112.
42 Ibid, 113.
43 The term is taken fromGillian Rose, see: Rose, G.Hegel Contra Soiology, (Lon-don: Athlone, 1981); Rose, G. Mourning Beomes the Law, (Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1996). For more general aounts of the Phenomenology of Spirit see:Pippin, R.B. Hegel's Idealism: The Satisfations of Self-Consiousness, (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1989); Pinkard, T. Hegel's Phenomenology: The Soialityof Reason, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). See also: Williams, R.R.Reognition: Fihte and Hegel on the Other, (Albany: S.U.N.Y. Press, 1992); Honneth,A. The Struggle for Reognition: The Moral Grammar of Soial Con�its, Anderson,J. tr. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995).
44 Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 112.



72 tarik kohithe operation of misreognition the self proeeds in relation to its nowintelligent other in the same way it proeeded in relation to the world atlarge. That is, the self in its drive towards self-identity and self-ertaintya�rms itself by negating its other. In the moment of misreognition theself does not reognise the other within itself or the relation of mutualo-onstitution between self and other, it merely sees its immediate viewof self as signi�ant and everything else as insigni�ant.Further, misreognition an be interpreted as involving the operationof error within the moment of self-re�etion. The mis of misreognitionrefers to a moment of ognitive error, mistake, and slippage or a momentwhere self-onsiousness annot get past elements of its own immediayto omprehend its mediated nature. The mis of misreognition also in-volves the operation of �nitude within human ognition in its e�orts toomprehend the in�nite. In a sense, the �nite self an only omprehendits in�nite mediated harater, by grasping di�ering parts that make upa whole. In attempting to grasp itself as a unity or a whole the self anonly grasp fragile, weak, limited moments of itself in its relations to itsmany others.For Hegel, the reurrent moment of error does not ondemn the self'sattempt to know itself and the world to failure. Rather, the proess ofreognition desribes the e�ort of a spontaneous, reative human intelli-gene attempting to ome to terms with its own errors and limitations.This involves a ertain restlessness of thinking � thinking's desire �whih is always pushed by itself to reah beyond its own limitations.45 Inthis respet, the self's reognition of the other does not just happen one,it is instead an at of thinking that needs to be repeated again and again.As a proess every ognition needs to be ontinually re-ognised as the selfwill only ome to some form of self-ertainty through ongoing ats, e�ortsand errors. Further, reognition draws attention to the reative aspet ofhuman thinking whereby it only begins to develop by oming to termswith its own errors. The apaity of thinking to ome to terms with error,limitation, and ontradition more generally is given signi�ant emphasisby Hegel.
45 On the `restlessness' ontained within thinking as presented by Hegel, see:Nany, J.-L. The Speulative Remark: One of Hegel's Bon Mots, Suprenant, C. tr.(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001); Nany, J.-L. Hegel: The Restlessness ofthe Negative, Smith, J. and Miller, S. tr. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,2002).



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 73If operating purely within the realm of thinking misreognition, er-ror, mistake and the assertion of a naive sense of self-ertainty againstthe other would not have violent onsequenes. Hegel, however, plaesthe reognising self within a living, physial world of intelligent humansubjets. In this ontext the moment of misreognition of the other, therefusal to reognise the other, the at of self-positing at the expense ofthe other, and the negation of the other, all have physial, material on-sequenes. Hegel quite learly desribes this as violene: the seeking ofthe death of the other and the staking of the self's own life so that twoselves engage in a life and death struggle.46 In this struggle eah selflearns not only that the other is independent, but, also, that as a livingbeing the self may also be treated as an objet that an be negated. Ina sense, through being negated by the other's misreognition, the self isfaed with its own limits and its extreme �nitude within the possibility ofdeath. For Hegel, through relative levels of power and the fear of death,one self suumbs to the other, reognises the other as master (Herr) andassumes the subservient position of slave (Kneht).47Through this aount Hegel an be seen to be presenting quite a starkand original theory whih draws attention to the relation between the atof thinking and the deeds that our in the natural, physial world. ForHegel the at of self-positing and the at of negation have physial onse-quenes whih impat upon the self's attempt to gain knowledge of itself.In one sense, Hegel's aount of reognition draws attention to a ertainform of violene, or at least the unaounted for possibility of violene,residing within the transendental philosophy of Kant and Fihte. In ab-strating from the world, this transendental philosophy abstrats fromviolene. However, to the extent that Kant and Fihte speak of a self-onsiousness whih exists in the world, then their aount partiipatesin a form of violene whih they remain unaware of or hide. Suh an un-awareness impats upon their attempts to onstrut a pratial, moralphilosophy. In another sense, Hegel begins to point to one signi�ant the-oretial form of omprehending human, soial violene based upon theoperation of positing and negation within human thinking. Through He-gel the deeds of thinking beome losely related to the physial deeds ofhuman life: a ertain violene of positing and negativity.
46 Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, pp. 113�4.
47 Ibid, p. 115.



74 tarik kohiIIISo what does Hegel in these passages present to philosophy? Amongstother things Hegel presents a radial and original aount of the meta-physis of subjetivity. For the �rst time in the history of Western philos-ophy Hegel draws together the relationships between thinking and ationand between negativity and violene and shows their entral role in theprodution of the human subjet and its onstrution (and destrution)of its world.Hegel radialises the Fihtean idea of thoughts as deeds. What forFihte was an at only at a transendental level is shown by Hegel to bealso an at within the physial, material and soial world. Positing andnegation beome the ativities that link the transendental subjet to itsworld. In this link, or relation of mediation, it is the subjet's ativitythat is shown to be neessary and essential. The ative, reative and de-strutive subjet thinks both itself and its world, it is physially shapedand moulded by its material environment, and it is represented and on-struted by the thoughts and ats of other thinking subjets. These atsof self-positing, inter-subjetive positing and negation sit in a ausal rela-tionship with both the omprehension of the transendental subjet (as itis portrayed by di�ering historial modes of philosophial re�etion) andthe living human subjet within politis, ethis and the soial world. Hegelshows that the thinking subjet, the `I', whose primay is given to modernphilosophy by Desartes and Kant and whih stands as the entral �gureof Enlightenment rationality and liberalism, is fundamentally onnetedto history, inter-subjetivity and the soial-material world. The questionof where the `not-I' ends and the `I' begins (and visa versa), framed byHegel as the question of modern subjetivity, ontinues to hastise mod-ern philosophy, even if many philosophers and theorists are unaware thatthey are being hastised by a modern question arranged (at least in part)by Hegel.By drawing out oneptually how thoughts operate as deeds He-gel's aount grasps the world reating funtion of modern subjetivity.Beause the subjet's positing of itself and its aount of the world (i.e.of how the world is and should be in relation to the self) is also a physial



VIOLENCE AND NEGATIVITY 75positing through individual and (later48) through institutional fore, thesubjet's ats of positing and negation, as a form of labour, reate andshape the soial-material world. A modern world is reated not simplyby the subjet's learning of its ability to shape and reate objets andmaster the physial world, but also at an institutional level through thepositing of laws, through the positing of eonomi, ethial and politialmodes of thought that arrange and order soial life, and �nally throughpositing as war.Suh a reative harater of modern subjetivity is also profoundlydestrutive. Every at of positing ontains a moment of negation and thismoment of negation bears out di�ering degrees of immediate and insti-tutional violene. The negativity and violene within the subjet annotbe separated from the self-positing of the subjet at any level. Every atof posting will involve a moment of di�erentiation and negation whih,if it does not amount to violene, institutes a potentiality of violene �a not-yet49 violene, that may be enated or realised at some point inthe future. Hegel's aount draws out the links between transendental (apriori) negativity, the desire for self-identity, negation, violene, masteryand domination. For Hegel this is not the whole of subjetivity but it isan important part whih reeps into and upsets all knowledge, ation andethial e�ort. The religious aspet of Hegel's thought gives this negativitya ertain role, purpose and moment of redemption.50 For those of us whomight not share Hegel's speulative aount of religion and who look bakon the violent train wrek of modern, Enlightenment enthusiasm that wasthe nineteenth and twentieth enturies (inlusive of romantiism, nation-alism, olonialism and imperialism), then we may view the negativityand violene within subjetivity somewhat di�erently. The violene ofour reent history o�ers us a lesson. That is, the status of ontemporaryattempts to outline both a philosophy of the subjet and a philosophy
48 For example, Hegel's aount of the operation of institutional positing as nega-tion during the Frenh Terror. See: Hegel, G.W.F. Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 355�363.
49 To use a term taken from Ernst Bloh. See: Bloh, E. The Spirit of Utopia,Nassar, A.A. tr. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000).
50 I.e. negativity, violene and death played a di�erent role to Hegel as a Christianphilosopher than it does to more seular thinkers today. For an aount of the religiouselements of Hegel's thinking see: Küng, H. The Inarnation of God: An Introdution toHegel's Theologial Thought as a Prolegomena to a Future Christianity, Stephenson,J.R. tr. (New York: Crossword, 1987).



76 tarik kohiof ethis will be inadequate if they do not pay enough attention to thenegativity and violene imbedded within human subjetivity.If we take seriously the Hegelian aount of the operation of positingand negation within subjetivity, or at least, if we give it some degreeof redene, then it would be naive to attempt to ground an ethis orpolitis upon the notion of a `non-violent ethis' or a `non-violent rela-tionship to the other'.51 Rather, a better approah would be to attemptto develop an idea of ethis and politis whih understands the negativityand violene ontained within human subjetivity, and knowing this, setsup praties and institutions that might predit and minimise resultantharm. One aspet of a future ethis and politis built along these linesould be grounded upon a praxis of reognition � one whih paid at-tention to and planned for the mis of misreognition. While a praxis ofreognition annot be the whole of ethis or politis it does o�er a wayof haraterising ethial deision and politial ation in a manner that isonsistent with the violene and negativity that resides at the heart ofthe modern subjet.

51 See: Cornell, D. The Philosophy of the Limit, (New York: Routledge, 1992).


